
WHY SHOULD INVEST IN

PULSECHAIN CASH?



Investing in cryptocurrencies can for some people a hard thing to do, some don’t like the
extreme price volatile or others just don’t see the point of digital cash. Most of these people
are from an older generation and lived in a time where crypto didn’t even exist, only stocks
were available to them, so it is understandable that they are critical about cryptocurrency,
also not to forget about all the scams you constantly hear on the news. So what makes
Pulsechain Cash a safe investment compared to other cryptocurrencies? Let's find out!
 

Pulsechain Cash is for 90% decentralised

If we gonna look at the supply of pulsechain cash then we can see that 90% of the max supply
is in hands of the community and only 10% is controlled by the team, The 10% controlled by
the team is used to provide enough liquidity to the liquidity pools, what makes trading smooth.
The other part of the supple (90%) is in hands of the community. This makes Pulsechain Cash a
good store of valuable since this strategy prevents extreme price dumps

Transparant in every single aspect 

Pulsechain Cash try to be transparent in every single aspect, From a completed list of wallets
(and the stored amounts) controlled by the team to having a clear vision with an interesting
roadmap, litepaper and whitepaper.

It will also be possible for people to vote with their Pulsechain Cash about interesting topics
such as voting about the amount that should be stored in liquidity pools, token burns, airdrops
and many more important things.

Realible store of value 

I also mention it earlier Pulsechain Cash is a good Store of value, here is why: The supply will
never get more than 135,085,881,560,694. This seems like a giant number but According to
the Federal Reserve, there is right now (January 2023) over $2.3 trillion in circulation in the
world and this number only goes up, thanks to all the money printers that all day, every day
printing money. This makes Pulsechain Cash an excellent store of value compared to fiat. Also,
not forget all the token burns that will happen by the team in the future and the many
buybacks, what drives the price up!
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